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I. Introduction
In Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum,' the Supreme Court
dramatically limited the viability of utilizing the Alien Tort Statute
("ATS") to enforce international law norms.2 In Kiobel, a five justice
majority of the Supreme Court held that a presumption exists
against extraterritorial application of the ATS.3 However, the
majority opinion ruled the presumption can be rebutted if the
international law violation "touches and concerns" the United States
with "sufficient force."4 Disagreeing with the majority, a four justice
concurrence led by Justice Breyer found the presumption was not
applicable. However, the concurrence held that ATS jurisdiction is
only available in specific situations, pertinently, when the
international law violation adversely affected an important
American national interest.5
The common denominator in both the majority and the
concurrence opinions is the potential for ATS jurisdiction when the
international law violation substantially affects an important
national interest of the United States. 6 This is not an easy hurdle to
overcome as evidenced by the 9-0 decision to dismiss the suit. In
Kiobel, neither the majority nor the concurrence found the
1. Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013).
2. 28 U.S.C. § 1350 (2006) (The Alien Tort Statute provides that, "[tihe district
courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien for a tort only,
committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.").
3. The petition for certiorari to the Court was based on the question of whether
the ATS recognized corporate liability. See infra note 56. However, the Court
decided Kiobel on the basis of extraterritoriality. Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. at 1669. Since the
corporate liability issue was not resolved, the circuit split remains. The D.C.,
Seventh, Ninth and Eleventh Circuits allow corporate liability while the Second
Circuit precludes such liability. See infra Part I(A). This article proceeds under the
presumption that corporations may be held liable under the ATS.
4. Justice Kennedy joined the majority but in a concurrence, stated that
significant unnamed questions remain regarding the presumption's applicability to
specific cases. See infra note 20.
5. The concurrence also held ATS jurisdiction is available if the defendant is an
American national or the conduct occurred on U.S. territory. See infra note 18.
6. Substantially affecting an important American national interest would
satisfy the majority's requirement that the conduct touches and concerns the United
States with sufficient force to rebut the presumption against extraterritoriality. See
infra note 18. This article follows Justice Kennedy's concurring opinion wherein he
stated that while presumption was applicable in Kiobel, some cases may arise where
the presumption is inapplicable. Therefore, this article utilizes a blended common
denominator incorporating both the majority and concurrence requirements.
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allegations against the defendants - aiding and abetting the
Nigerian government to perpetrate egregious violations of
international law - conduct which either "touched and concerned"
the United States or affected an "important American national
interest." 7
In a post-Kiobel world, courts evaluating the issue of ATS
jurisdiction will thus need to examine the defendant's misconduct
and determine whether the conduct satisfies the standard of
"substantially affecting an important American interest" pursuant to
Kiobel. What conduct could potentially satisfy this test? A 2009
Second Circuit opinion in an ATS suit may provide guidance. In
Pfizer v. Abdullah, the court described medical testing without
informed consent as conduct that adversely affected important
American interests:
The administration of drug trials without informed consent also
poses threats to national security by impairing our relations with
other countries .... Consequently, American companies are likely
to be sponsors of medical experiments on human subjects abroad.
As this case illustrates, the failure to secure consent for human
experimentation has the potential to generate substantial anti-American
animus and hostility.8
Accordingly, conduct capable of harming national security,
American economic prosperity or creating global instability against
American strategic interests, may constitute misconduct satisfying
both the majority and concurrence requirements. The conduct of
certain actors such as rogue regimes, despots, terrorists and drug
cartels have the potential to satisfy this standard. Some of these actors
have threatened America, attacked its neighbors, caused national
impoverishment and have threatened international stability.9
Terrorists have destabilized nations and have launched attacks on the
United States and its embassies abroad.10 With regard to narcotics
7. See Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. at 1662 ("Throughout the early 1990's, the complaint
alleges, Nigerian military and police forces attacked Ogoni villages, beating, raping,
killing, and arresting residents and destroying or looting property. Petitioners
further allege that respondents aided and abetted these atrocities by, among other
things, providing the Nigerian forces with food, transportation, and compensation,
as well as by allowing the Nigerian military to use respondents' property as a
staging ground for attacks.").
8. Abdullahi v. Pfizer, Inc., 562 F.3d 163, 187 (2d Cir. 2009) (emphasis added).
9. See infra Part II(A).
10. Id.
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trafficking, the drug trade seriously affects the United States directly
by violating numerous American drug laws on both the federal and
state level.1
Global financial institutions are indispensable to the above-
referenced enemies of mankind by providing these actors with
sophisticated banking services including currency exchanges,
money wiring, investment management, offshore accounts and
brokerage accounts. Such banking services facilitate looting of
national treasuries, procurement of weapons, financing of global
drug traffickers and terrorists and endangerment of global peace
and security as well as enable rogue regimes and despots to
maintain their power and commit gross violations of human
rights.12 The United States is affected by, and has a strong interest
in, preventing financial institutions from aiding certain rogue actors.
The accusations against Standard Chartered [Bank] come as
United States officials work to crack down on the flow of money
to foreign countries, companies and individuals connected to
terrorism, weapons of mass destruction and drug trafficking.'3
The question of whether rogue banking can aid and abet violations
of international law is timely given recent revelations that large
global financial institutions have in essence partnered with rogue
nations and despotic leaders. Financial crime is far from victimless
in the international context. Moreover, there is a growing
recognition that villainous leaders and failed states - which have a
devastating impact on global security and stability - are enabled by
services rendered by financial institutions. Rogue banking
facilitates money laundering,14 the destabilization of nations 5 and
11. Id.
12. Id. Moreover, these services facilitate circumvention of international
sanctions.
13. See Jessica Silver-Greenberg, Regulator Says British Bank Helped Iran Hide
Deals, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 6, 2012) http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/07/bu
siness/standard-chartered-bank-accused-of-hiding-transactions-with-
iranians.html?_r=1&hp.
14. See Evan Perez, HSBC Nears Accord in Launder Probe, WALL ST. J. (July 15,
2012), http://professional.wsj.com/article/SB1000142405270230361280457752916
0960 052778.html?mg=reno64-wsj. ("The Justice Department and HSBC
Holdings PLC are accelerating settlement talks to resolve a criminal probe into
laundering of drug-cartel and other money, according to people familiar with the
investigation. A settlement of the money-laundering investigation is near and could
come within weeks, according to these people. Among the allegations Justice
Department prosecutors have focused on, according to people familiar with the
124 [Vol. 37:1
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looting of national treasures. 16 Such misconduct is linked to human
rights abuses; enables terrorism, strengthens military dictatorships
and enriches global drug traffickers.17
This article opines that providing sophisticated financial
services such as performing financial transactions and services for
rogue regimes, despots, terrorists and drug cartels may constitute
conduct qualifying for ATS jurisdiction in a post-Kiobel world for
several reasons. One, many of the potential financial institutional
defendants will be U.S. companies thereby likely obviating the
criminal probe, is whether bank officials were complicit in laundering by drug
cartels by allowing suspicious money to be hidden in flows of bulk cash between
the U.S. and Mexico.").
15. See Stewart M. Patrick, How Transnational Crime Hinders Development,
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, THE INTERNATIONALIST BLOG (June 26, 2012)
http://blogs.cfr.org/patrick/2012/06/26/how-transnational-crime-hinders-
development-and-what-to-do-about-it/ ("Across the board, transnational
organized crime - to say nothing of local crime and corruption - is a huge obstacle
to sustainable development, including the Millennium Development Goals. Crime
and corruption degrade already weak state institutions, as criminals use resources
from illicit activities to bribe law enforcement officials, neutralize courts, purchase
or intimidate politicians and journalists, and engage business leaders in criminal
activities. Cumulatively, this tears at the social fabric, undermines the legitimacy of
the state, drives out licit economic activity, endangers public security, and can fuel
insurgency and disorder.. . . At the macroeconomic level, as the IMF emphasizes,
crime and money laundering undermine the stability of financial institutions,
increase the volatility of capital flows, and dampen foreign direct investment.
Crime drains resources from more productive economic activities, and can even
destabilize neighboring countries, as the spillover of weapons, drug trafficking,
migrant smuggling, and violent gangs across Central America attests . . . .
Transnational organized crime is particularly damaging to developing countries.").
16. See Paul Richter, As Libya Takes Stock, Moammar Kadafis Hidden Riches
Astound, L.A. TIMES (Oct. 21, 2011) http://articles.latimes.com/2011/oct/21/w
orld/la-fg-kadafi-money-20111022 (noting the Kadafi regime's plundering of
Libya's national wealth).
17. See Evan Perez & Devlin Barrett, Senate Probe Faults HSBC, WALL ST. J. (July
16, 2012) http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304388004577531330703
359 436.html#articleTabs%3Dcomments ("The report also said that key data were
stripped from transactions with Iran, North Korea and Sudan to evade U.S.
sanctions and U.S. regulations. HSBC executives sought to stop doing business with
a Saudi private bank over terrorism-financing concerns, according to Senate
investigators, but then reversed themselves."); See also Silver-Greenberg, supra note
13 ("Standard Chartered is the latest in a series of global banks to be accused of
facilitating illegal flows of money from outside the United States. In July, a Senate
panel issued a report that accused HSBC of being used by Mexican drug cartels to
funnel cash back into the United States, by Saudi Arabian banks with terrorist ties
that needed access to dollars and by Iranians who wanted to circumvent United
States sanctions.").
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extraterritoriality argument.18 Two, even foreign defendants may be
unable to invoke the extraterritoriality argument depending on the
scope of their operations in the United States and/or the degree the
violations of international law touch and concern the U.S., thus
satisfying the majority's requirement.19 Three, such conduct may
also satisfy Justice Breyer's requirement that the conduct affect an
important U.S. interest.20
The first part of the article discusses the current status of the
ATS including a procedural background to the Kiobel ruling and the
current unresolved split on the issue of corporate liability. This part
also addresses the Court's Kiobel majority and concurrence opinions
as well as post-Kiobel decisions. The second part details the
partnering of financial institutions with rogue actors and how these
institutions facilitate and empower such actors and analyzes
whether such conduct may satisfy both the Kiobel majority and
concurrence.
II. The Current Status of the Alien Tort Statute
The Supreme Court's Kiobel decision arose from an appeal of
the Second Circuit ruling that corporations cannot be held liable
under the ATS.21 The Second Circuit decision was a virtual
earthquake of an opinion and served to generate a vigorous
appellate court split which was expected to be resolved by the
Supreme Court. However, the Court did not rule on corporate
liability but decided the case on other grounds. The next section
discusses the Second Circuit's ruling on corporate liability, followed
by a discussion of the Supreme Court's Kiobel ruling and post-Kiobel
18. See Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. at 1671 (Breyer, J., concurring) (whereas, Justice
Breyer's concurrence would allow ATS jurisdiction when the defendant is a U.S.
national, the majority's opinion requires the conduct touch and concern the United
States. Taken together, it is probable that jurisdiction exists against U.S. defendant).
19. There are two reasons for this. One, the majority noted that mere corporate
presence was insufficient. See id. at 1669 ("Corporations are often present in many
countries, and it would reach too far to say that mere corporate presence suffices.").
This leaves open the potential of rebutting the presumption depending on other
factors such as operations and planning. Two, the possibility arises from the fact
that the conduct itself may touch and concern the United States with sufficient
force.
20. Id. (Kennedy, J., concurring) (Justice Kennedy expressed strong questions
regarding how majority's opinion would be interpreted in future decisions.).
21. See Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 621 F.3d 111, 149 (2d Cir. 2010) aff d




A. The Second Circuit Kiobel Ruling on Corporate Liability
The Second Circuit's holding was a surprise. For more than
two decades, United States courts had held that private actors,
including individuals22 and private corporations,23 owe duties under
customary international law and may have liability under the ATS.
Clearly presuming corporations may face liability under the ATS,
corporations such as Yahoo!24 and Shell Oil25 settled, while others
like Chevron 26 and Drummond Corporation proceeded to trial.27
Overturning its own precedent,28 the Second Circuit's majority
opinion in Kiobel held that corporations do not have obligations
under international law and thus cannot have liability under the
ATS. 29 The majority held that pursuant to Supreme Court-ordered
guidance, federal courts are to examine international law to decide
the question of whether that law "extends the scope of liability for a
22. See, e.g., Kadic v. Karadzic, 70 F.3d 232, 239 (2d Cir. 1995); Hilao v. Estate of
Marcos (In re Estate of Ferdinand Marcos, Human Rights Litig.), 25 F.3d 1467, 1475 (9th
Cir. 1994).
23. See, e.g., Wiwa v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 226 F.3d 88, 103-104 (2d Cir.
2000); Iwanowa v. Ford Motor Co., 67 F. Supp. 2d 424, 445 (1999); In re S. African
Apartheid Litig., 617 F. Supp. 2d 228, 254 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) ("On at least nine separate
occasions, the Second Circuit has addressed ATCA cases against corporations
without ever hinting - much less holding - that such cases are barred.").
24. See Catherine Rampell, Yahoo Settles With Chinese Families: Firm Gave Officials
Dissidents' E-Mails, WASH. PoST (Nov. 14, 2007) at D4.
25. See Jad Mouawad, Shell to Pay $15.5 Million to Settle Nigerian Case, N.Y. TIMES
(June 8, 2009) http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/09/business/global/09shell.ht
ml ?r=0.
26. Bowoto v. Chevron Corp., 621 F.3d 1116, 1121 (9th Cir. 2010) ("These
plaintiffs brought claims under the Alien Tort Statute ('ATS'), Nigerian law, and
California law. The jury rendered a verdict in favor of Chevron on all claims, and
Plaintiffs now appeal . . .. We. . . affirm the district court's judgment.").
27. Romero v. Drummond Co., 552 F.3d 1303, 1309 (11th Cir. 2008) ("[O]ne claim
for relief that Drummond aided and abetted the killings, which were war crimes,
remained. At a trial of that claim, the jury returned a verdict for Drummond.... We
affirm.").
28. See e.g., In re S. African Apartheid, 617 F. Supp. 2d at 254 ("On at least nine
separate occasions, the Second Circuit has addressed ATCA cases against
corporations without ever hinting - much less holding - that such cases are
barred.").
29. Kiobel, 621 F.3d at 149. While two judges held corporations can be held
liable, Judge Leval concurred only in the judgment based upon other grounds, but
vigorously disagreed on the corporate liability issue. Id. at 151 (Leval, J.,
concurring).
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violation of a given norm to the perpetrator being sued."3 0 The
Second Circuit examined sources of international law including
international criminal tribunals,3' treatieS32 and scholarship,33 and
found such law did not encompass corporate liability.34 The court
based its decision on its conclusion that international law did not
involve actors other than states. According to the court, "customary
international law includes only 'those standards, rules or customs
(a) affecting the relationship between states or between an individual and a
foreign state, and (b) used by those states for their common good and/or in
dealings inter se."' 35
The Second Circuit acknowledged that individuals may have
liability for violations of international law but corporations cannot.36
The court added that Congress could decide to amend the statute to
allow the imposition of corporate liability but, "[flor now, and for
the foreseeable future, the Alien Tort Statute does not provide
subject matter jurisdiction over claims against corporations."'3 7
Judge Leval forcefully dissented from the majority's no liability
view arguing that the majority's position was judge-made rather
than a reflection of international law:
[T]here is no basis for this contention. No precedent of
international law endorses this rule. No court has ever approved
it, nor is any international tribunal structured with a jurisdiction
that reflects it. (Those courts that have ruled on the question have
explicitly rejected it.) No treaty or international convention adopts
this principle. And no work of scholarship on international law
30. Id. at 126 ("In Sosa the Supreme Court instructed the lower federal courts to
consider 'whether international law extends the scope of liability for a violation of a
given norm to the perpetrator being sued, if the defendant is a private actor such as
a corporation or individual.'") (citations omitted).
31. Id. at 132-37.
32. Id. at 137-41.
33. Id. at 142-45.
34. Id. at 148-49.
35. Id. at 118 (emphasis added) (citation omitted).
36. The Second Circuit acknowledged that under certain circumstances
individuals may be held liable but juridical entities such as corporations cannot.
Kiobel, 621 F.3d at 122 (" [Niothing in this opinion limits or forecloses suits under the
ATS against the individual perpetrators of violations of customary international
law -including the employees, managers, officers, and directors of a corporation -
as well as anyone who purposefully aids and abets a violation of customary
international law.").
37. Id. at 122.
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endorses the majority's rule. Until today, their concept had no
existence in international law.38
In a 5-5 split, the Second Circuit denied a petition for an en banc
rehearing.39 The dissenting judges stated that "this case presents a
significant issue and generates a circuit split" and referred to Judge
Leval's concurrence as "scholarly and eloquent."40 According to the
dissenting judges, the two-judge majority opinion in Kiobel was
"very likely incorrect as to whether corporations may be found
civilly liable under the [ATS] for violations of such fundamental
norms of international law as those prohibiting war crimes and
crimes against humanity."41
B. The Reaction to the Second Circuit Ruling and the Ensuing
Federal Circuit Split
The Second Circuit's ruling that corporations have no liability
generated a vigorous fissure in the academic world42 and
engendered a federal circuit split.43 The corporate liability issue is
38. Id. at 149-151.
39. Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 642 F.3d 379, 380 (2d Cir. 2011) (Lynch, J.,
dissenting).
40. Id. at 380 (Lynch, J., dissenting).
41. Id. One dissenter, Judge Katzmann, referred to the issue as one "of
extraordinary importance" and added an intriguing element to the dissent. Id.
(Katzmann, J., dissenting). He stated that the Kiobel majority's reliance on his
concurring opinion in Khulumani to support the no-corporate-liability view was
wrong. Id. (Katzmann, J., dissenting) (citing Khulumani v. Barclay National Bank Ltd.,
504 F.3d 254 (2d Cir.2007)). According to Judge Katzmann, there is "no
inconsistency between the reasoning of [his] opinion in Khulumani and Judge
Leval's well-articulated conclusion, with which [he] fully agree[s], that
corporations, like natural persons, may be liable for violations of the law of nations
under the [ATS]." Id. 380-81.
42. See generally, Julian C. Ku, The Curious Case of Corporate Liability Under the
Alien Tort Statute: A Flawed System of Judicial Lawmaking, 51 VA. J. INT'L. L. 353 (2011)
(arguing against corporate liability); Frank Cruz-Alvarez & Laura E. Wade, Second
Circuit Correctly Interprets the Alien Tort Statute: Kiobel v. Royal Dutch, 65 U. MIAMI L.
REv. 1109 (2011) (arguing the Second Circuit properly dismissed Kiobel); But see
Tyler Giannini & Susan Farbstein, Corporate Accountability in Conflict Zones:
How Kiobel Undermines the Nuremberg Legacy and Modern Human Rights, 52 HARV.
INT'L L. J. 119, 134-36 (2010) (arguing in favor of corporate liability), available at
http://www.harvardilj.org/2010/11/online_52_gia nnin ifarbstein/.
43. Compare Kiobel, 621 F.3d 111 (holding corporations cannot have liability),
with Doe v. Exxon Mobil Corp., 654 F.3d 11, 41 (D.C. Cir. 2011), vacated on other
grounds, 2013 WL 3970103 (D.C. Cir. July 26, 2013), and Flomo v. Firestone Nat.
Rubber Co., 643 F.3d 1013, 1015-16 (7th Cir. 2011) (same), and Sarei v. Rio Tinto, PLC,
671 F.3d 736, 759 (9th Cir. 2011) cert. granted, judgment vacated sub nom., on other
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significant because corporations are significant players in the global
economy capable of creating severe harm.44 Indeed, a review of
allegations in ATS cases filed against corporations claim corporate
involvement and/or complicity in a host of misconduct including:
extrajudicial execution, torture, war crimes and crimes against
humanity.45 The magnitude of the alleged corporate misconduct is
not surprising given that globalized corporations often conduct
business in failed nations with lackluster respect for their citizens.
Large global corporations often operate in areas of weak governance
permitting them to engage in or be complicit in misconduct. As the
Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund's Ethics Council noted in
commenting on corporate violations of international law, "many of
these companies were in direct violation of domestic law, [and] the
host state country did nothing to stop the violations of its own law
and at timers [sic] supported the companies in their work."46
The Second Circuit's no ATS corporate liability ruling was
promptly called into question. The first post-Kiobel appellate ruling
was the District of Columbia Court of Appeals opinion in Doe v.
Exxon.47 In Doe, the court held corporations may have liability in
ATS suits and called the Second Circuit opinion internally
inconsistent and illogical. The court found Kiobel's:
[A]nalysis conflates the norms of conduct at issue in Sosa and the
rules for any remedy to be found in federal common law at issue
here; even on its own terms, its analysis misinterprets the import
of footnote 20 in Sosa and is unduly circumscribed in examining
the sources of customary international law.48
grounds, 133 S. Ct. 1995 (2013).
44. See generally Joel Slawotsky, Corporate Liability for Violating International Law
UnderThe Alien Tort Statute: The Corporation Through the Lens of Globalization and
Privatization, 6 INT'L REv. L. 1 (2013), available at http://dx.doi.org/l 0.5339/irl.201
3.6.
45. See Sarei, 671 F.3d at 744 (plaintiff alleged war crimes, and crimes against
humanity against mining company); Doe, 654 F.3d at 375 (helping governments
commit crimes against their own citizens in order to continue the exploration for
crude oil and natural gas); See also Rampell, supra note 24 (disclosure of a political
dissident's e-mail records in China).
46. Larry Cata Backer, Sovereign Investing and Markets-Based Transnational
Legislative Power: The Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund in Global Markets, (Coal. for
Peace and Ethics, Working Paper No. 11/11 2012) at 65, available at
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfn?abstract-id=2177778.
47. Doe, 654 F.3d at 401.
48. Id. at 41.
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The court held the domestic remedy for violations of international law
is left for the individual nations. Accordingly, the D.C. Circuit held
that the ATS may be used to enforce international law norms against
corporations.
Several days after the Exxon ruling, the Seventh Circuit, in
Flomo v. Firestone,49 similarly held corporations may indeed have
liability in ATS suits. Describing Kiobel as a rebel opinion, the court
did not mince words. The Seventh Circuit called the Kiobel ruling
wrong.
All but one of the cases at our level hold or assume (mainly
the latter) that corporations can be liable. .. The outlier is the
split decision in Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 621 F.3d
111 (2d Cir. 2010), which indeed held that because
corporations have never been prosecuted, whether criminally
or civilly, for violating customary international law, there
can't be said to be a principle of customary international law
that binds a corporation. The factual premise of the majority
opinion in the Kiobel case is incorrect.50
In Sarei v Rio Tinto,51 the Ninth Circuit joined the D.C. and
Seventh Circuit post-Kiobel rulings finding that corporations may
have liability under the ATS. Rejecting defendant Rio Tinto's
argument that the ATS does not allow corporate liability, the court
noted that neither the text of the statute nor the legislative history
indicates any restrictive language limiting the scope of liability to
noncorporations. 52 The court held the appropriate determinative
factor for determining whether international law extends liability to
a defendant is, "not whether there is a specific precedent so holding,
but whether international law extends its prohibitions to the
perpetrators in question."53
A clear U.S. federal circuit court split developed between the
Ninth, Seventh and D.C. Circuits which explicitly held the ATS
allows corporate liability and the Second Circuit which bars
corporate liability.54 "Because Kiobel reflects a deep and significant
49. Flomo, 643 F.3d at 1021.
50. Id. at 1017.
51. Sarei, 671 F.3d at 747-49.
52. Id. at 747-48.
53. Id. at 760-61.
54. See Doe, 654 F. 3d at 41; Flomo, 643 F.3d at 1015-16. In addition, prior
to Kiobel, the Eleventh Circuit held that corporations may be subject to
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split at the circuit courts, because it concerns U.S. international legal
obligations, because the stakes, in human and financial terms are
high, because it was so obviously wrongly decided, the split that
Kiobel represents has reached the U.S. Supreme Court."55
C. The Supreme Court's Kiobel Ruling
The "deep and significant circuit split" was slated to be
resolved by the Supreme Court in Kiobel which initially granted
certiorari to address, "[w]hether corporations are excluded from tort
liability for violations of the law of nations ... under the ATS."5 6 In
February 2012, the Court heard the first round of argument on
corporate liability.57 However, in an unusual twist, days after
arguing the corporate liability issue, the Supreme Court ordered
supplemental briefing and re-argument on a different issue:
"Whether and under what circumstances the [ATS] allows courts to
recognize a cause of action for violations of the law of nations
occurring within the territory of a sovereign other than the United
States."58 The extraterritoriality issue was argued in October 2012.59
In April 2013, the Supreme Court affirmed the Second Circuit's
dismissal in a 9-0 opinion. However, the reasoning of the justices
was not unanimous. A five justice majority held the presumption
against extraterritoriality was applicable to the ATS. The majority
held "[o]n these facts, all the relevant conduct took place outside the
United States. And even where the claims touch and concern the
territory of the United States, they must do so with sufficient force
to displace the presumption against extraterritorial application." 60
The parameters of "touch and concern" and "sufficient force" so
that the presumption is displaced is unclear. The bottom line of the
liability. See Sinaltrainal v. Coca-Cola Co., 578 F.3d 1252, 1263 (11th Cir. 2009) ("[W]e
have . .. recognized corporate defendants are subject to liability under the ATS and
may be liable for violations of the law of nations.") abrogated by Mohamad v.
Palestinian Authority, 132 S. Ct. 1702 (2012).
55. Eric Engle, Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.: Corporate Liability Under the
Alien Torts Statute, 34 Hous. J. INT'L L. 499, 500 (2012).
56. Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 132 S. Ct. 472 (2011), petition for cert. filed,
2011 WL 2326721 (U.S. June 6, 2011) (No. 10-1491).
57. Transcript of Oral Argument, Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum, 133 S. Ct. 1659
(2013) (No. 10-1491).
58. Order to File Supplemental Briefs, Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 132 S.
Ct. 1738 (2012).
59. Transcript of Oral Argument, Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013) (No. 10-1491).
60. Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. at 1669.
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majority is that misconduct that adequately (i.e., "with sufficient
force") touches and concerns the United States can rebut the
presumption against extraterritoriality.
Justice Kennedy, part of the majority, wrote a separate
concurrence wherein he stated that important questions remain
regarding the applicability of the presumption to specific
cases. "The opinion for the Court is careful to leave open a number
of significant questions regarding the reach and interpretation of the
Alien Tort StatuteFalseOther cases may arise with allegations of
serious violations of international law principles protecting persons,
cases covered neither by the TVPA nor by the reasoning and
holding of today's case; and in those disputes the proper
implementation of the presumption against extraterritorial
application may require some further elaboration and
explanation."61 This opaque reference to future cases involving
serious violations of international law can be interpreted as Justice
Kennedy's willingness to forego the presumption in some cases.
Justice Kennedy's opinion is crucial. Declining to apply the
presumption would obviate the majority in favor of presumption
since four justices held the presumption is not applicable to the ATS.
In a concurrence penned by Justice Breyer, four Justices rejected
the presumption "finding the statute provides jurisdiction where (1)
the alleged tort occurs on American soil, (2) the defendant is an
American national, or (3) the defendant's conduct substantially and
adversely affects an important American national interest, and that
includes a distinct interest in preventing the United States from
becoming a safe harbor (free of civil as well as criminal liability) for
a torturer or other common enemy of mankind." 62
According to the concurrence there are three potential avenues
for finding ATS jurisdiction. The first two probably satisfy the
majority's standard inasmuch as U.S. corporations or actions that
occur on U.S. soil would likely meet the touch and concern
requirement. The third option also is a strong candidate because
conduct that adversely affects an important American interest is the
substantial equivalent of touching and concerning the United States
with sufficient force. Affecting an important national interest is
comparable to touching and concerning the United States.
61. Id. at 1669 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
62. Id. at 1674.
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Despite the Court's original granting of certiorari based on the
corporate liability question, the Kiobel opinion did not discuss the
corporate liability issue. The only references to corporations were
the majority's statement - in the context of whether the conduct
sufficiently touches and concerns the U.S. - that "[c]orporations are
often present in many countries, and it would reach too far to say
that mere corporate presence suffices," 63 and Justice Breyer's
concurrence noting the defendant's corporate "presence in the
United States consists of an office in New York City (actually owned
by a separate but affiliated company) that helps to explain their
business to potential investors" as an insufficient basis for
jurisdiction.64 However, there was absolutely no reference regarding
the original question of whether corporations can be liable. 65
The Kiobel ruling's various opinions have led to speculation as
to the meaning of "touch and concern" as well as the potential of
Justice Kennedy being a swing vote joining the concurrence.
Commentators have noted the myriad of possible ways conduct
may "touch and concern" the United States.66 Moreover, even
foreign defendants may be unable to invoke the extraterritoriality
argument depending on the extent their conduct touches and
concerns the U.S.67
In several post Kiobel opinions, lower courts have interpreted
the Kiobel ruling. In Balintulo v. Daimler AG, the Second Circuit, in
denying a petition for mandamus, stated, "[t]he Supreme Court
expressly held that claims under the ATS cannot be brought for
violations of the law of nations occurring within the territory of a
sovereign other than the United States." 68 Diluting the precedential
value of the ruling is the panel's comment that "a decision denying
mandamus relief is usually, if not always, an inappropriate occasion
63. Id. at 1669.
64. Id. at 1677.
65. A reasonable inference from the majority's test - taken together with
Justice Breyer's concurrence - would be that the Court is tacitly endorsing
corporate liability.
66. See e.g., Roger Alford, Kiobel Insta-Symposium: Degrees of Territoriality, Opinio
Juris, (June 7, 2013, 9:56 AM) (noting potential ways in which conduct may "touch




68. Balintulo v. Daimler AG, 727 F.3d 174, 189 (2d Cir. 2013) (citing Kiobel, 133 S.
Ct. at 1662, 1668-69).
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to address novel questions of law, since the authority to issue
mandamus is narrowly circumscribed, and a court considering
mandamus generally does not have jurisdiction otherwise." 69
In Ahmed v. Magan, the court declined to apply the presumption
holding it was inapplicable to U.S. defendants. 70 The court held, "as
a permanent resident of the United States, the presumption of
against extraterritoriality has been overcome in this case."71 This
ruling comports with the opinion that domestic U.S. corporations
would be ineligible to invoke the presumption. The concurring
justices would also find ATS jurisdiction because the defendant was
a U.S. national.
In Mwani v. Bin Laden, the court found that a terrorist attack on
the American embassy in Kenya rebuts the presumption stating, "if
any circumstances were to fit the Courts framework of 'touching and
concerning the United States with sufficient force', it would be a
terrorist attack that (1) was plotted in part in the United States, and (2)
was directed at a United States embassy and its employees." 72 This
ruling comports with the view that harming United States interests
and security is conduct that adequately "touches and concerns" the
United States.
In Sexual Minorities Uganda v. Lively, plaintiffs claimed that a
U.S. citizen undertook actions in both the United States and Uganda
to create "an atmosphere of harsh and frightening repression
against LGBTI people in Uganda."73 The court held, "an exercise of
jurisdiction under the ATS over claims against an American citizen
who has allegedly violated the law of nations in large part through
actions committed within this country fits comfortably within the
limits described by Kiobel."74 Notwithstanding that some conduct
occurred outside the United States, the court concluded that
sufficient conduct took place in the United States to satisfy the
"touch and concern" requirement. 75 This ruling corroborates the
69. Id. at 188 n.21.
70. Ahmed v. Magan, 2013 WL 4479077 (S.D. Ohio Aug. 20, 2013) report and
recommendation adopted, 2:10-CV-00342, 2013 WL 5493032 (S.D. Ohio Oct. 2, 2013).
71. Id. at *3.
72. Mwani v. Laden, 2013 WL 2325166, at *8 (D.D.C. May 29, 2013).
73. Sexual Minorities Uganda v. Lively, 2013 WL 4130756, at*18 (D. Mass. Aug. 14,
2013).
74. Id. at *39.
75. Id. at *41.
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opinion that a U.S. defendant corporation would likely be a viable
defendant in ATS suits.
The Supreme Court will have an opportunity in Daimler Chrysler
v. Bauman, to expand on the scope of Kiobel.76 In Bauman, the question
is whether jurisdiction can be exercised over a "foreign corporation
based solely on the fact that an indirect corporate subsidiary performs
services on behalf" of the defendant in the state litigating the claim.
Resolving this issue may provide the Court with an opportunity to
more fully comment on how ATS jurisdiction may exist when the
conduct occurs overseas and/or what kind of a U.S. connection is
adequate to support ATS jurisdiction. As demonstrated above, the
common denominator between Kiobel's majority and the concurrence
is the potential for jurisdiction when the conduct touches and
concerns a significant American interest. The majority held the
presumption applies to the ATS but can be rebutted if the misconduct
sufficiently impacts the United States. The concurrence rejected the
presumption but found the misconduct must satisfy either of three
factors: the tort occurs on U.S. soil; the defendant is a U.S. national; or
the conduct substantially impacts a U.S. interest. The first two factors
would tend to obviate the ability of a defendant to utilize the
extraterritoriality defense. With regard to the last option, the
defendant could invoke the extraterritoriality defense but it could be
overcome as "substantially impacting an important American
interest," which sounds very similar to touch and concern with
sufficient force." The post-Kiobel rulings appear to support this
approach. As the next section discusses, the activities of financial
institutions and their relationship with rogue actors may rise to the
level of misconduct and connectivity to the U.S. that under Kiobel
satisfies the affecting an important American interest standard and
thus merits ATS jurisdiction.
III. Does Rogue Banking Meet the Supreme Court's Kiobel
Test?
Pursuant to Kiobel, plaintiffs must demonstrate that the
misconduct substantially impacted the United States (i.e., "touch
and concern") and/or must demonstrate that important American
76. See DaimlerChrysler AG v. Bauman, 133 S. Ct. 1995 (2013), granting cert.
77. See Kiobel, supra note 18.
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interests are negatively affected.78 As the next section discusses,
banks and other financial institutions provide financial services to
certain international law violators whose conduct may seriously
affect the United States. Financial institutions may thus provide an
archetype example of viable post-Kiobel ATS defendants.
A. The Pervasive Partnering of Financial Institutions and
International Law Violators
In the world economy, global banking is crucial to
governments, corporations and individuals. Sophisticated financial
services are indispensable for the efficient functioning of
governments and the private marketplace.
The importance of banks is reflected in the range of the
customers they serve, from the general public and small
businesses to sophisticated corporations and investors.
Their services are essential in the operations of the markets
that raise capital for long term purposes, organise foreign
exchange and provide sophisticated financial products that
help consumers and businesses plan for the future.79
Global financial institutions provide sophisticated banking
services including currency exchange, money wiring, investment
management, offshore accounts and brokerage accounts. The
critical role of financial institutions in facilitating the financial
interests of rogue nations and leaders is undisputable. Despots need
international financial services. Looted wealth must be spirited out
and laundered, money must be wired into offshore accounts and
assets must be invested abroad and professionally managed to
garner high returns.
Financial institutions thus enable: rogue regimes and despots to
maintain power and commit gross violations of human rights; the
looting of national treasuries; the financing of global drug traffickers
and terrorists and the endangerment of global peace and security.
78. This would ostensibly satisfy the majority's significantly touch and concern
requirement.
79. See Salz Review: An Independent Review of Barclays' Business Practices, BOARD
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Without an array of vital financial services, these regimes and
leaders would not be in a position to allow mass incarceration,
starvation, murder of political opponents or engage in acts designed
to crush political opposition.80
Numerous global financial institutions have partnered with
international law violators including but not limited to: HSBC;81
Standard Chartered Bank ("Standard Chartered");82 ING;83 Credit
Suise; 4 Lloyds; TSB Group 85 and Barclays. 86 Other banks are also
under investigation for providing services to rogue regimes and
leaders.87
Recently announced settlements and fines demonstrate that
financial institutions have partnered with rogue actors:
HSBC also understood the subtleties of - and were, apparently,
fully invested in - money laundering for drug kingpins and
80. See, e.g., North Korea: Catastrophic Human Rights Record Overshadows 'Day of
the Sun', AMNESTY INT'L (Apr. 12, 2012), http://www.amnesty.org/en/news/north-
korea-catastrophic-human-rights-record-overshadows-day-sun-2012-04-12 (North
Korea imprisons perhaps 200,000 "criminals" and "opponents" in reeducation
camps where torture and starvation are the means of reeducation where torture
and starvation are the means of re-education.).
81. See Ramy Inocencio & Paavan Mathema, Record Fines: 'New Normal' for
Banking Business?, CNN (Dec. 12, 2012, 11:14 AM), http://edition.cnn.co
m/2012/12/1 1/business/banking-fines-record (fines for doing business with
"drug cartels in Mexico and terror-linked groups in Saudi Arabia").
82. Id. ("Standard Chartered, the U.K.'s second largest bank by market value,
agreed to pay $327 million to settle U.S. Treasury Department charges of violating
sanctions on transactions with Iran, Burma, Libya and Sudan between 2001 and
2007. In August Standard Chartered paid $340 million to the state of New York's
Department of Financial Services to settle civil charges alleging it had concealed
$250 billion in illegal transactions with Iran.").
83. Id. ("Covering up fund transfers in violation of U.S. sanctions against Cuba,
Iran.").
84. Id. ("Allowing clients in Iran, Libya, Sudan, Myanmar and Cuba to conduct
financial transactions.").
85. Id. ("Allowing Iranian and Sudanese clients access to the U.S. banking
system.").
86. Id. ("Allowing client payments from Cuba, Sudan.").
87. See Jessica Silver-Greenberg, Deutsche Bank's Business With Sanctioned
Nations Under Scrutiny, N.Y. TIMEs (Aug. 17, 2012) http://www.nytime
s.com/2012/08/1 8/business/deutsche-banks-business-with-sanctioned-nations-
under-scrutiny.html?pagewanted=all ("Federal and state prosecutors are
investigating Deutsche Bank and several other global banks over accusations that
they funneled billions of dollars through their American branches for Iran, Sudan
and other sanctioned nations, according to law enforcement officials with
knowledge of the cases.").
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terror cells, while ignoring U.S. sanctions established against
rogue nations. HSBC's US unit managed to position the brand in
this way by accepting $7 billion of dollars from Mexican drug
cartels, conducting 25,000 Iranian transactions totaling over $19
billion in just one week, and helping Saudi banks with terror
financing for groups like al-Qaeda.88
Revelations that large global banking houses and institutions have
partnered with rogue actors is not surprising.89 The fee generation
possibilities are tantalizing. Large profits can be made by working
with, managing the assets of and providing financial services to
rogue regimes, leaders and international criminals.90 Fees and
commissions can serve as a lucrative enticement to large financial
institutions to do business with oil rich failed states, well-financed
terrorists and cash rich drug cartels.91 Doing business with rogue
leaders, terrorists and global drug traffickers pays.
The potential profits serve as a keen incentive for global
banking powerhouses to engage in rogue banking.
Since 2009, the Justice Department, the Treasury Department and
the Manhattan district attorney's office, working largely in
concert, have brought charges against five foreign banks,
contending they moved billions of dollars through their American
subsidiaries on behalf of Iran, Cuba and North Korea, sponsors of
terrorism and drug cartels.92
An example of the array of fee generating services can be gleaned
88. See Robert Pasikoff, HSBC: the Worldwide Local Bank ... for Money Laundering
and Rogue Nations. Some Brand Positioning, Huh?, FORBES (Dec. 13, 2012)
http://www.forbes.com/sites/marketshare/2012/12/13/hsbc-the-worldwide-
local-ban-for-money-laundering-and-rogue-nations-some-brand-positioning-huh/.
89. See Silver-Greenberg, supra note 87 ("Federal and state prosecutors are
investigating Deutsche Bank and several other global banks over accusations that
they funneled billions of dollars through their American branches for Iran, Sudan
and other sanctioned nations, according to law enforcement officials with
knowledge of the cases.").
90. See Silver-Greenberg, supra note 13 ("The New York State Department of
Financial Services accused Standard Chartered, which the agency called a "rogue
institution," of masking more than 60,000 transactions for Iranian banks and
corporations, motivated by the millions of dollars it reaped in fees.").
91. See STAFF OF U.S. S. COMM. ON HOMELAND SEC. AND GovT AFFAIRS, Keeping
Foreign Corruption Out of the United States: Four Case Histories (2010) [hereinafter
HOMELAND SEC. REPORT] (Senate Report on just four examples of financial crimes
containing literally hundreds of individual transactions many in the amounts of
tens of millions of dollars which surely generate hefty account fees).
92. See Silver-Greenberg, supra note 87.
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from the Senate subcommittee report on HSBC. HSBC's U.S. affiliate
HBUS - the nexus for HSBC's international network of banks -
made enormous profits providing accounts for 1200 banks world-
wide. "Called correspondent banking, HBUS provides these banks
with U.S. dollar services, including services to move funds, exchange
currencies, cash monetary instruments, and carry out other financial
transactions." 93
New York financial regulators found that Standard Chartered
Banking ("SCB") also earned huge fees doing business with Iran.
"For almost ten years, SCB schemed with the Government of Iran
and hid from regulators roughly 60,000 secret transactions,
involving at least $250 billion, and reaping SCB hundreds of
millions of dollars in fees." 94
The specter of earning significant profits is powerful and can
serve as a strong motivation for financial institutions to knowingly
violate the law. The relationship is so lucrative that financial
institutions who know they are violating the law continue to do so. 95
Financial institutions have repeatedly conducted business with
rogue regimes. "In 2007, Deutsche Bank decided to 'not engage in
new business with counterparties such as Iran, Syria and North
Korea and to exit existing business, if any, to the extent legally
possible,' according to a 2008 securities filing." 96 However, working
with and profiting from the business association with despots and
rogue states has proved too profitable to give up:
93. See HOMELAND SEC. & Gov. AFFAIRs, HSBC Exposed U.S. Financial System to
Money Laundering, Drug, Terrorist Financing Risks (July 16, 2012), http://www.
hsgac.senate.gov/subcommittees/investigations/media/hsbc-exposed-us-finacial-
system-to-money-laundering-drug-terrorist-financing-risks.
94. In the Matter of Standard Chartered Bank, N.Y. Branch, (S.D.N.Y. 2012)
(compl.), available at http://www.dfs.ny.gov/about/ea/eal20806.pdf.
95. Id. at 2-3. ("In its evident zeal to make hundreds of millions of dollars at
almost any cost, SCB undertook a course of conduct that included: falsifying
business records; offering false instruments for filing; failing to maintain accurate
books and records of all transactions effected and all actions taken on behalf of SCB;
obstructing governmental administration; failing to report misconduct to the
Department in a timely manner; evading Federal sanctions; and numerous other
violations of law that, as with the above, have an impact upon the safety and
soundness of SCB's New York branch and the Department's confidence in SCB's
character, credibility and fitness as a financial institution licensed to conduct
business under the laws of this State.").
96. See David Crawford & Laura Stevens, European Lenders Keep Ties to Iran,




At least several European banks that vowed to stop doing
business with Iran have kept handling billions of euros in
transactions for Iranian entities and foreign companies with
operations there, a review of regulatory filings and other
documents by The Wall Street Journal shows.
Exact figures on the volume of transactions aren't publicly known,
but the Journal's review shows that European banks have billions
of euros in long-term trade-finance contracts in Iran. The dealings
are a sign of Iran's continued access to the global financial system
despite U.S. efforts to isolate Iran, and go against a perception
among some observers that the banks have cut ties to Iran
completely. 97
The United States Senate Investigations on financial crime is
instructive in demonstrating the extensive mutually beneficial
connection between dictators and financial institutions. The
investigation revealed a wide array of exemplars demonstrating
how global financial institutions have profited from the plundering
of national wealth. The Senate Report unequivocally states that
banks are the facilitators of asset transfers and money laundering.
In one example, a political strongman ruling Equitorial Guinea
transferred large sums out of the country. "[O]ver a two-month
period in 2006, Mr. Obiang was able to move $73 million from
Equatorial Guinea into the United States using wire transfer systems
operated by Wachovia Bank; and over a four-year period from 2002
to 2006, he was able to move $37 million through wire transfer
systems operated by Citibank." 98 As the Senate Report notes:
This case history shows how a controversial political figure, from
the ruling family of a country plagued by corruption, moved vast
amounts of wealth into the U.S. financial system, by employing
American professionals such as attorneys, real estate and escrow
agents to help him bypass U.S. AML and PEP controls, and by
taking advantage of U.S. wire systems unequipped to screen out
high-dollar transfers sent by PEPs from high-risk countries. Over
a four year period, from 2004 to 2008, Teodoro Obiang was able to
move over $100 million in suspect funds into or through the US.
financial system. 99
Another section of the Senate Report had the following to add:
97. Id.
98. See HOMELAND SEC. REPORT, supra note 91, at 98.
99. Id. at 105.
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Federal law requires U.S. financial institutions to identify the
name and address of the originator of each wire transfer, in part
as an AML safeguard. Yet from 1999 to 2003, Bank of America
allowed accounts for Pierre, Sonia, and Vincente Falcone to
receive over $3.6 million in wire transfers from unnamed clients
using accounts in such known secrecy jurisdictions as the Cayman
Islands, Luxembourg, and Switzerland. From September 2001 to
December 2003, the Monthigne account also received a series of
payments from hidden "clients," ranging from $100,000 to
$400,000 at a time, most often from "one of our clients" using a
UBS account in Singapore. In just over two years, the payments to
Monthigne added up to nearly $2.5 million.100
The investigation by the U.S. Senate on the relationship
between U.S. financial institutions and former Chilean dictator,
Augusto Pinochet provides compelling evidence of the partnership
between financial institutions and violators of international law.01
Riggs Bank had secretly opened accounts for the former President
of Chile, Augusto Pinochet, created offshore corporations for him,
accepted about $8 million in suspect deposits, and secretly
couriered millions of dollars in cashiers checks to him in Chile. In
2005, a supplemental report by the Subcommittee showed that
Mr. Pinochet and his family members had opened a secret
network of over 125 accounts under a variety of names at financial
institutions operating in the United States.102
According to Senator Carl Levin, "Some banks actively helped him
hide his funds, [and] others failed to comply with U.S. regulations
requiring banks to know their customers."103
The Bank of Credit and Commerce International ("BCCI")
provides another example of a rogue bank earning immense profits
by partnering with terrorists, dictators and an array of criminal
clients.
100. Id. at 256-57.
101. See Jonathan Kandell, Dictator Who Ruled by Terror in Chile, Dies at 91, N.Y.
TIMEs (Dec. 11, 2006) http://www.nytimes.com/2006/12/11/world/ame
ricas/11pinoche t.html?pagewanted=all ("Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, the
brutal dictator who repressed and reshaped Chile for nearly two decades and
became a notorious symbol of human rights abuse and corruption, died yesterday
at the Military Hospital of Santiago. He was 91.").
102. Id. at 9-10.





BCCI's criminality included fraud by BCCI and BCCI customers
involving billions of dollars; money laundering in Europe, Africa,
Asia, and the Americas; BCCI's bribery of officials in most of
those locations; support of terrorism, arms trafficking, and the sale
of nuclear technologies; management of prostitution; the
commission and facilitation of income tax evasion, smuggling,
and illegal immigration; illicit purchases of banks and real estate;
and a panoply of financial crimes limited only by the imagination
of its officers and customers.104
The profitable relationship between financial institutions and
"enemies of mankind" is longstanding. The partnering between
banks and rogue actors facilitates an array of misconduct - some of
which directly affects the United States. Pursuant to Kiobel's majority,
the presumption against extraterritoriality is applicable to the ATS
unless the misconduct touches and concerns the U.S. with sufficient
force. According to the concurrence the misconduct must
substantially affect an important American interest. Does providing
financial services to rogue actors satisfy both the majority and
concurrence opinions? The next section discusses how the actions of
some of these rogue actors may significantly negatively affect
American national interests and security and by definition touch and
concern the United States with sufficient force thereby satisfying both
the majority and concurrence.
B. Conduct That Touches and Concerns the United States and/or
Adversely Affects American Interests
The benchmark uniting both the majority and concurrence is
conduct that affects a strong American interest will be cognizable
under the ATS. As the court in Mwani v. Bin Laden stated:
It is obvious that a case involving an attack on the United States
Embassy in Nairobi is tied much more closely to our national
interests than a case whose only tie to our nation is a corporate
presence here. Ample evidence has been presented for me to
conclude that the events at issue in this case were directed at the
United States government, with the intention of harming this
country and its citizens. As noted by the D.C. Circuit, this attack
was orchestrated 'not only to kill both American and Kenyan
employees inside the building, but to cause pain and sow terror in
104. JOHN KERRY & HANK BROWN, The BCII Affair, S. REP. No. 102-140, at 1 (2d
Sess. 1992).
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the embassy's home country, the United States.' (citation
omitted). 05
The Mwani court held that intent to harm the United States satisfied
Kiobel.106 Harming the United States can take various forms. As the
Second Circuit held in Pfizer, "the failure to secure consent for human
experimentation has the potential to generate substantial anti-
American animus and hostility." 07 Accordingly, conduct that may
harm American national interests, prosperity and security ought to
qualify as conduct satisfying both the Kiobel majority and
concurrence. Egregious human rights violations not affecting the
United States are insufficent which is the reason the Court's Kiobel
ruling was unanimous. Under Kiobel, it is only when the violation of
human rights affects an American interest with sufficent force that the
majority's presumption argument is overcome and the concurrence's
requirement is satisfied.
Accordingly, while the evidence is indisputable that a litany of
global evils is financed through financial institutions: narcotics, 108
destabilization of nations,109 looting of national treasures," 0 and
financing of rogue states,"' the financial facilitation will only give rise
105. Mwani v. Laden, 2013 WL 2325166 *4 (D.D.C. May 29, 2013).
106. Id.
107. Abdullahi, 562 F.3d at 187.
108. See Perez, supra note 14 ("The Justice Department and HSBC Holdings PLC
are accelerating settlement talks to resolve a criminal probe into laundering of
drug-cartel and other money, according to people familiar with the investigation. A
settlement of the money-laundering investigation is near and could come within
weeks, according to these people. Among the allegations Justice Department
prosecutors have focused on, according to people familiar with the criminal probe,
is whether bank officials were complicit in laundering by drug cartels by allowing
suspicious money to be hidden in flows of bulk cash between the U.S. and
Mexico.").
109. See Patrick, supra note 15 ("Across the board, transnational organized crime.
is a huge obstacle to sustainable development... Cumulatively, this tears at the
social fabric, undermines the legitimacy of the state, drives out licit economic
activity, endangers public security, and can fuel insurgency and disorder. At the
macroeconomic level, as the IMF emphasizes, crime and money laundering
undermine the stability of financial institutions, increase the volatility of capital
flows, and dampen foreign direct investment. Crime drains resources from more
productive economic activities, and can even destabilize neighboring countries, as
the spillover of weapons, drug trafficking, migrant smuggling, and violent gangs
across Central America attests.").
110. See Richter, supra note 16.
111. See Perez & Barrett, supra note 17 ("The report also said that key data were
stripped from transactions with Iran, North Korea and Sudan to evade U.S.
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to ATS jurisdiction when the misconduct of the primary actor touches
and concerns the United States with "sufficient force" or affects an
important American interest.
Rogue banking often serves the interests of actors whose
misconduct does satisfy the Kiobel requirement. The United States
has outlawed doing business with certain rogue actors - specific
nations, global traffickers and terror organizations - and is
investigating financial institutions for violating U.S. laws.112 The fact
that it is illegal to conduct business with such parties is strong
evidence by itself that the conduct of those entities significantly
and/or substantially affects American interests.113 "Since 2009, the
Justice Department, the Treasury Department and the Manhattan
district attorney's office, working largely in concert, have brought
charges against five foreign banks, contending they moved billions of
dollars through their American subsidiaries on behalf of Iran, Cuba
and North Korea, sponsors of terrorism and drug cartels."114
The next sections will discuss how such misconduct significantly
touches and concerns the United States and/or adversely affects
American interests.
1. Rogue States Threatening Global Stability and American
Interests
Rogue nations and leaders pose serious threats to American
national interests. A review of recent military interventions, civilian
massacres and trouble spots provides unparalleled evidence of the
threats to American national interests engaged in by dictators and
despots violating international law."15
North Korea provides an illustrious example. North Korea's
sanctions and U.S. regulations. HSBC executives sought to stop doing business with
a Saudi private bank over terrorism-financing concerns, according to Senate
investigators, but then reversed themselves.").
112. See e.g., Mike Koehler, The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act UnderThe Microscope,
15 U. Pa. J. Bus. L. 1, 4-8 (2013); see infra note 133.
113. To the extent that financial institutions are domestic corporations their
activities manifestly touch and concern the United States and affect American
interests. See Kiobel, supra note 18.
114. Silver-Greenberg, supra note 87.
115. Some of these nations are subject to U.S. sanctions strengthening the link to
substantially affecting U.S. interests. See infra note 134.
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civilian population suffers from severe poverty and starvation. 16
North Korea imprisons perhaps 200,000 citizens in reeducation camps
where torture and starvation are the primary means of reeducation.117
North Korea has also consistently threatened both South Korea and
the United States"18 to initiate "full-scale" war, take "merciless
counteraction" and turn Seoul into a "sea of flames."119 North Korea
has threatened to end the ceasefire that concluded the Korean
Conflict and "to strike the United States with "lighter and smaller
nukes."120 There are 30,000 U.S. troops stationed on the Korean
border prepared to defend South Korea.121 Clearly, North Korea
poses serious risk of harming American national interests including
military conflict with American troops. Performing financial
transactions which facilitate and empower North Korea's government
116. See In Pictures: North Korea's Politics and History, BBC NEws (Feb. 12, 2013,
10:38AM), http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/21423780 ("Aid agencies have
estimated that up to two million people have died since the mid-1990s because of
food shortages caused by natural disasters and economic problems.").
117. According to Amnesty International at least 200,000 North Koreans are
detained in prison where they are subject to executions, forced labor, starvation and
torture. See North Korea: Catastrophic Human Rights Record Overshadows 'Day of the
Sun', AMNESTY INT'L (Apr. 12, 2012) http://www.amnesty.org/en/news/north-
korea-catastrophic-human-rights-record-overshadows-day-sun-2012-04-12; See also
Jennifer M. Freedman, North Korean Rights Abuses May Be Crimes Against Humanity,
BLOOMBERG, (Mar. 12, 2013), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-03-
12/north-korean-rights-abuses-may-be-crimes-against-humanity.html ("[girave
human-rights violations in the prison camps or the mere existence of slave camps
may amount to crimes against humanity").
118. See Hyung-Jin Kim, North Korea Threatens to Attack South Korea, US, Ass'D
PREss, (Feb. 26, 2011), http://www.mercurynews.com/rss/ci_17494390?source=rss
("North Korea threatened Sunday to attack South Korea and the United States, as
the allies prepared to start annual joint military drills -maneuvers Pyongyang says
are a rehearsal for an invasion.").
119. Id.
120. See Choe Sang-Hun, North Korea Threatens to Attack the United States with
'Lighter And Smaller Nukes', N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 5, 2013) http://www.nytimes.com/20
13/0 3/06/world/asia/north-korea-threatens-to-attack-us-with-lighter-and-
smaller-nuk es.html?_r=0 ("North Korea said on Tuesday that it would cut off a hot
line with the United States military in South Korea, calling the truce that stopped
the Korean War in 1953 null and void and threatening to strike the United States
with 'lighter and smaller nukes."').
121. See U.S., South Korea Sign Defense Treaty to Deal with North Korea's
Provocations, CNN BLOG (Mar. 25, 2013, 07:55 PM), http://outfront.blogs.cnn.com
/2013/03/25/u-s-south-korea-signs-defense-treaty-to-deal-with-north-koreasprovo
cations/ ("While the nearly 30,000 U.S. troops in South Korea are already obligated
to defend the country in the event of an all-out war under the new plan, these
troops could fight and directly respond to provocations from North Korea.").
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is conduct which "touches and concerns" the United States with
"significant force" and substantially "affects an important American
interest."
Syria's President Assad has engaged in a civil war with Syrian
citizens and an estimated death count in the tens of thousands.122
Assad has been characterized as a despot who has crushed dissent in
an attempt to silence political opposition and the Syrian government
has committed atrocities against its population.123 An estimated
million refugees have fled Syria.124 There are estimates that millions
more may become refugees.125
The United States views these actions with substantial concern
and has initiated a military supply to the antigovernment citizens.126
Performing financial transactions for a government the United
States is seeking to overthrow might be conduct that "touches and
concerns" the United States or "affects an important American
interest."
2. Failed and Failing Nations: Dangers to Global Peace and
Security
Iran is considered a failed state 27 and has been widely
122. See Ashley Fantz, Syria Death Toll Probably at 70,000, U.N. Human Rights
Official Says, CNN (Feb. 12, 2013, 02:07 AM), http://www.cnn.com
/2013/02/12/world/meast/syria-death-toll (citing United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay estimating nearly 70,000 Syrians have
been killed in fighting between the Assad regime and rebel fighters).
123. See David Ignatius, Opinion, Worries About a 'Failed State' in Syria, WASH.
PosT (Jan. 11, 2013) http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-01-11/opinions/363
12167_1 al -nusra-aleppo-idlib ("Growing chaos in the liberated areas of northern
Syria is convincing some members of the Syrian opposition that the country will
become a "failed state" unless an orderly political transition begins soon to
replace President Bashar al-Assad.").
124. See Lyse Doucet, Syria's Millionith Refugee, BBC NEws (Mar. 6, 2013),
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-21685135 ("As of today, a million Syrians
have fled across their borders to escape terrifying violence at home.").
125. See Amir Ahmed, U.N.: Number of Syrian Refugees Escalating at Rapid Rate,
CNN (Mar. 10, 2013, 01:00 AM), http://www.cnn.com/2013/03/10/world/syria-
refugees/ ("The number of Syrians refugees could double - if not triple - by the
end of the year if the crisis continues without change, a U.N. official said Sunday.").
126. See Peter Foster, US to Send £40 in Non-Lethal Aid to Syrian Rebels, THE
TELEGRAPH (Feb. 28, 2013) http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/
middleeast/syria/9899981/US-to-send-40-in-non-lethal-aid-to-Syrian-rebels.htnl
(noting U.S. aid and reports of training of rebels).
127. See Larry Liebert, Afghanistan, Iran Still 'Failed States', BLOOMBERG (June 18,
2012), http://go.bloomberg.com/political-capital/2012-06-18/afghanistan-iran-
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condemned for human rights violations. 128 Iran has imprisoned and
tortured political opponents and brutally crushed a popular
uprising.129 According to Human Rights Watch:
In 2012, Iranian authorities prohibited opposition candidates from
participating in parliamentary elections. They have held
prominent opposition leaders under house arrest for more than a
year-and-a-half. Executions, especially for drug-related offenses,
continued at a high rate. The government targeted civil society
activists, especially lawyers, rights defenders, students, and
journalists. It also continued to clamp down on Baha'is and other
minorities, and announced plans for the first phase of a halal
(legitimate) internet. Authorities continued to block access to the
United Nations special rapporteur on Iran.130
Iran is also the subject of intense scrutiny regarding its nuclear arms
ambitions and the United States has led efforts at sanctioning Iran 131
Doing business with - in effect partnering with Iran - may be
conduct reaching a level touching and concerning and affecting
America's national interests.
Somalia has been the subject of U.N. condemnation, travel bans
and asset freezes.132 Well known for harboring pirates and terrorists,
Somalian government officials act corruptly selling government
still-failed-states/ (listing Iran, Congo and Somalia as failed states).
128. See, e.g., Iran Sentences American Pastor Saeed Abedini to 8 Years in Prison, Fox
NEws (Jan. 27, 2013) http://www.foxnews.com/world/2013/01/27/iransentences-
american-pastor-saeed-abedini-to-8-years-in-prison/#ixzz2MnHSOI8T (noting U.S.
State Department and National Security condemnation for sentencing someone for
practicing their religion).
129. See generally UN: Expose Iran's Appalling Rights Record, HUMAN RIGHTS
WATCH (Sept. 21, 2011) http://www.hrw.org/news/2011/09/21/un-expose-iran-s-
appallin g-rights-record (noting an appalling record of violence including
imprisonment, torture and execution of political opponents).
130. World Report 2013: Iran, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (2013), http://www.hrw
.org/world-report/2013/country-chapters/iran.
131. See Simeon Kerr & Camilla Hall, West Increases Penalties for Breaching
Sanctions Against Iran, FINANCIAL TIMEs (July 10, 2013) http://www.ft.com/cms
/s/0/05b54db6-e964-1 le2-9f11-00144feabdcO.html#axzz2Zlkn8SzS ("European
and American companies have for years been restricted in dealing with the oil and
gas industries of Iran. Other sanctions have targeted the global financing of trade
with the Islamic republic and maritime insurance. All companies will now have to
take greater care managing their relationships with Iranian entities or face new
punishments that range from having their assets and properties frozen in the US to
being shut out of the US financial system.").
132. Security Council Committee pursuant to resolutions 751 (1992) and 1907
(2009) concerning Somalia and Eritrea, http://www.un.org/sc/committees/751/.
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protection to criminals and demanding payment for basic items such as
food.133 Somalia has been beleaguered by fraud and corruption for
many years.134 Somali officials have looted the national wealth.s35
"Somalia is a prime contemporary example of a failed state"136 where
"corruption is king." 37
In 2011, half of Somalia's domestic income was spent on the
offices of its three top leaders - that's almost as much as the
government spent on security for its population of 9.6
million. Under the transitional governments of the last twenty
years, the report said "the systematic misappropriation,
embezzlement and outright theft of public resources have
essentially become a system of governance. 38
Doing business with Somali's rulers affects U.S. interests as the
government has permitted terrorists to operate within the country.
The United States military recently raided Somalia in an attempt to
find terrorists. "U.S. forces raided a Somali town in search of a leader
of the Islamist group al-Shabaab and captured a fugitive
in Libya wanted for al-Qaeda bombing plots, as part of anti-terrorism
efforts."139
As detailed above, there are governments whose conduct
directly and adversely affects the United States. Not all
133. See Afyare Abdi Elmi, Somalia's Corruption Epidemic, AL JAZEERA (July 5,
2010) http://www.aliazeera.com/focus/2010/07/2010759144137365.html ("Minist
ers selling visas and signing dubious deals, misusing revenues, covering for
organised crime and piracy, selling weapons and diverting food aid are just a few
of the practices taking place within the national and regional governments.").
134. See David Blair, Somalia: Analysis of a Failed State, THE TELEGRAPH (Nov. 18,
2008, 5:19 PM), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaan
dindianocean/somalia/3479010/Somalia-Analysis-of-a-failed-state.html ("At a
stroke, the Horn of Africa acquired a failed state with 2,000 miles of coastline
skirting one of the world's great trade routes.").
135. See Mario Silva, Somalia: State Failure, Piracy, and the Challenge to International
Law, 50 VA. J. INT'L L. 553, 553 (2010), available at http://www.vjil.or g/ass ets/pdf
s/vol50/issue3/VJIL-50.3-Silva-Essay.pdf.
136. Id. at 556.
137. Patrick Boehler, Where Corruption is King: 2012 Rankings, Somalia, TIME (Dec.
6, 2012), available at http://newsfeed.time.com/2012/12/06/where-corruption-is-
king-2012-rankings/slide/somalia/ (citing to a study revealing "more than two-
thirds of all government revenue between 2009-10 was unaccounted for.").
138. Id.
139. See John Walcott & Indira A.R. Lakshmanan, U.S. Raids Al-Shabaab Hub as
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misconduct will qualify for ATS jurisdiction. Without directly
affecting the United States it is doubtful whether such misconduct
by itself would suffice to meet the "substantial affects" test.140
However, when this misconduct affects United States interests,
the "substantial affects" requirement may be satisfied.
3. Narcotics Trafficking
U.S. federal and state governments have numerous laws
criminalizing drugs and there are several powerful federal laws
targeting drug trafficking.141 International drug trafficking is enabled
by access to financial institutions who reap enormous profits doing
business with these illegal organizations. "Federal and state authorities
are investigating a handful of major American banks for failing to
monitor cash transactions in and out of their branches, a lapse that may
have enabled drug dealers and terrorists to launder tainted money."142
In one example, nearly $400 billion of illegal drug generated profits
were laundered through the banking system.143 According to a U.S.
federal prosecutor, "Wachovia's blatant disregard for our banking laws
gave international cocaine cartels a virtual carte blanche to finance their
operations."144
Per the former United Nations Drug Czar, international
criminal gangs were not merely laundering money but were
140. See, e.g., Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013) (wherein despite egregious violations
of international law against Nigerians, neither the majority nor concurrence found
the conduct adversely affecting the United States.).
141. See, e.g., DRUG ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (Jan. 30, 2013), http://www.justice.g
ov/d ea/index.shtml (Federal agency site detailing various anti-drug laws and
programs); PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERV. (last visted Oct. 25, 2013), http://www.p
bs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/snitch/primer/ (discussing minimum
mandatory sentencing); N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 26, 2013), http://topics.nytim
es.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/d/drug-abuse andtraffic/rockefelle
r_drug_1aws/index.html (discussing New York anti-drug laws).
142. See Jessica Silver-Greenberg & Ben Protess, Money-Laundering Inquiry Is Said
To Aim At U.S. Banks, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 14, 2012) http://www.nytimes.com/
2012/09/15/business/money-laundering-inquiry-said-to-target-usbanks.html?pa
ge wanted=l&_r=0&src=recg.
143. See Ed Vulliamy, How a Big US Bank Laundered Billions From Mexico's
Murderous Drug Gangs, THE GUARDIAN (Apr. 3, 2011) http://www.guardian.co.uk/
world/2011/apr/03/us-bank-mexico-drug-gangs ("the bank was sanctioned for
failing to apply the proper anti-laundering strictures to the transfer of $378.4bn -
a sum equivalent to one-third of Mexico's gross national product - into dollar
accounts from so-called casas de cambio (CDCs) in Mexico, currency exchange




influencing the banking system as such funds were a huge source of
cash during a liquidity crisis. According to Antonio Mario Costa,
"[s]ome of the evidence put before his office indicated that gang
money was used to save some banks from collapse when lending
seized up" raising troubling questions about crime's influence on
the economic system at times of crisis.145 Narcotics has caused
severe harm to the United States. "After 40 years, the United States'
war on drugs has cost $1 trillion and hundreds of thousands of lives,
and for what? Drug use is rampant and violence even more brutal
and widespread."146 Global drug cartels particularly those who
market drugs in the United States substantially affect the United
States.
4. Terrorism
Terrorism is a business, and terrorist groups may in fact be
organized as corporate affiliates.147 The business of terrorism
requires access to financial markets for money laundering purposes,
and wiring abilities and funds available for investment require
money management skills. All of these services are fee
generators.148 "Money is the lifeblood of terrorist and narcotics
organizations, and while banks which launder money for terrorists
and narco-traffickers may be located abroad, today's announcement
demonstrates that those banks and their assets are not beyond our
reach."149
145. Id.
146. AP Impact: After 40 Years, $1 Trillion, US War on Drugs has Failed to Meet Any
of its Goals, Fox NEws (May 13, 2010) http://www.foxnews.com/world/2010/05
/13/ap-impact-years-trillion-war-drugs-failed-meet-goals/.
147. See Don Van Natta Jr., Running Terrorism as a Business, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 11,
2001) http://www.nytimes.com/2001/11/11/weekinreview/11VANN.html
(describing Bin Laden as a terror "mogul" and noting the similarities between
terrorist organizations and running a business); see also Inside The Terrorist Network,
PBS, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/network/alqaeda/indi
ctment.html (citing an indictment against Al Qaeda)("Al Qaeda functioned both on
its own and through some of the terrorist organizations that operated under its
umbrella...").
148. See Silver-Greenberg, supra note 13 ("The New York State Department of
Financial Services accused Standard Chartered, which the agency called a 'rogue
institution,' of masking more than 60,000 transactions for Iranian banks and
corporations, motivated by the millions of dollars it reaped in fees.").
149. See Christie Smythe & Patricia Hurtado, Feds Grab $150 Million Tied to
Hezbollah Money-Laundering, BLOOMBERG NEWS (Aug. 20, 2012) http://www.blo
omberg.com/news/2012-08-20/feds-grab-150-million-tied-to-hezbollah-money-
laundering.html (quoting Manhattan U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara in a statement).
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Money laundering serves as a facilitator of terrorism since
money is the key to such activity. "Money laundering is the process
of disguising criminal proceeds and may include the movement of
clean money through the United States with the intent to commit a
crime in the future (e.g., terrorism)." 50 Banks are central to money
laundering.151 As such, terrorist groups may be highly desirable and
lucrative clients of financial institutions since these groups deal in
large sums of money.152 Terrorists, particularly groups that target
American interests abroad, severely harm the United States.
5. Looting of National Treasures
Another effect of partnering with despots is the looting of
national wealth which requires the sophisticated services of financial
institutions.153 Without this outside help, the national rulers would
not be able to rob their national treasuries. While the plundering and
ensuing impoverishment may not seem connected to the interests of
the U.S., there are global repercussions. The loss of stability in a
strategically important nation may trigger U.S. interest and
involvement.
In Libya an astounding sum of $200 billion was diverted from
Libya by former leader Col. Khadafy into bank accounts, real estate,
stock investments and businesses abroad15 4 The investments were
held in the name of the Libyan Sovereign Wealth Fund ("SWF") and
other national institutions but as the rogue leader, Khadafy and his
family considered and treated those assets as their own personal
wealth.155 The Libyan SWF is being investigated and attempts are
being made to track down the plundered assets.156 Financial
150. See 18 U.S.C § 1956 (2008) (defining money laundering).
151. See Money Laundering at Lebanese Bank, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 13, 2011)
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/12/13/world/middleeast/lebanese-
money-laundering.html ("According to American officials, the Lebanese Canadian
Bank was the hub of an international drug money laundering operation with ties to
Hezbollah. Used car and other consumer goods sales revenues had been used to
mask the proceeds of illegal drug trade.").
152. See Smythe & Hurtado, supra note 149 ("The U.S. seized $150 million in
connection with a Hezbollah-related money laundering scheme that involved the
defunct Lebanese Canadian Bank, the U.S. Attorney's office in Manhattan said.").
153. See Richter, supra note 16.
154. Id.
155. Id.
156. See Joe Palazzolo, Libya Rebels Investigate Corruption At Sovereign Fund, WALL
ST. J. BLOG (Aug. 25, 2011, 3:31 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/corruptioncurrents/
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institutions aided and abetted this heist. It is difficult to believe
these financial institutions and their compliance departments were
unaware of the business and political relationship between Khadafy
and the Libyan SWF.
Former Egyptian political leaders, family members and
business associates are being investigated by the new Egyptian
government for a litany of financial crimes and asset transfers out of
the country.157  According to the World Bank, the Egyptian
prosecutor's office "has opened an investigation into thousands of
reports against officials in the former regime for obtaining financial
gain from corruption for themselves or othersFalseBecause of the
complex ties those persons had and the great power they wielded
by virtue of their former prominent public functions, they were able
to transfer vast sums of money gained from crimes of corruption out
of the country, which impeded its development." 5 8 Estimates of the
looted wealth vary but may reach $70 billion which is on deposit
abroad mostly in the United Kingdom and Switzerland as well as
real estate in the United States.159
[Mubarak's] sons, Gamal and Alaa, are also billionaires. A protest
outside Gamal's ostentatious home at 28 Wilton Place in
Belgravia, central London, highlighted the family's appetite for
2011/08/25/libya-rebels-investigate-corruption-at-sovereign-fund/.
157. See Spain: Court Orders Mubarak Associate to Face Corruption Charges in Egypt,
N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 3, 2012) http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/03/world/europ
e/spain-court-orders-mubarak-associate-to-face-corruption-charges-in-egypt.html.
("Mr. Salem, a former Egyptian army and intelligence officer, was being held on
suspicion of money laundering and corruption."); Liam Stack, Mubarak's Sons
Charged With Insider Trading, N.Y. TIMES (May 30, 2012) http://www.nytimes.co
m/2012/05/31/world/middleeast/mubaraks-sons-charged-with-insider-trading.h
tml. ("State television reported that the Mubarak brothers and seven other men,
including the co-chief executives of Egypt's most prominent investment bank, were
charged with obtaining over $400 million through corrupt practices in relation to
the 2007 sale of Al Watany Bank. Gamal and Alaa have been in prison since last
spring.").
158. THE STOLEN ASSET RECOVERY INITIATIVE (StAR), Hosni Mubarak Section, THE
WORLD BANK, http://star.worldbank.org/corruption-cases/node/18509 (last
visited Oct. 20, 2013).
159. See Phillip Inman, Mubarak Family Fortune Could Reach $70bn, Says Expert,
THE GUARDIAN (Feb. 4, 2011) http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/feb/04/
hosni-mubarak-family-fortune ("After 30 years as president and many more as a
senior military official, Mubarak has had access to investment deals that have
generated hundreds of millions of pounds in profits. Most of those gains have been
taken offshore and deposited in secret bank accounts or invested in upmarket
homes and hotels.").
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western trophy assets.
Amaney Jamal, a political science professor at Princeton
University, said the estimate of $40bn-70bn was comparable with
the vast wealth of leaders in other Gulf countries. 160
While government officials plundered wealth, a substantial
percentage of Egyptians suffered from poverty.161
In Tunisia, there is an attempt to bring back the assets of the
nation, allegedly plundered by the previous ruler. A substantial
amount of wealth was purportedly moved offshore to safe havens.162
The amount is so vast that the $30 million in private jets recovered is
considered a minor percentage.163 Tunisian corruption and poverty
were prime motivating factors for the popular uprising which
spawned the "Arab Spring."64
As demonstrated above, numerous adverse consequences arise
from the plundering of national wealth. Among the consequences
are: poverty, hunger and the suffering of civilian populations.
Several popular uprisings have been proximately caused by poverty
which has led to civilian casualties and governmental repression.
There is a reasonable possibility that in some situations, the looting
of national wealth may cause harm to American national interests.
160. Id.
161. See Hoda Rashwan, Study: 16.3 Million Egyptians Now Live Below Poverty
Line, EGYPT INDEPENDENT (Dec. 30, 2010, 5:45 PM), http://www.egyptindependent
.com/news/study-163-million-egyptians-now-live-below-poverty-line ("The study,
conducted by the Egyptian Cabinet's Information and Decision Support Center,
also revealed that the poverty rate in Egypt had risen to 21.6 percent compared to
16.7 percent in 2000.").
162. See Mark V. Vlasic, Op-Ed, Getting Back the Bad Guy's Loot, N.Y. TIMEs (Jan.
19, 2012) http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/20/opinion/getting-back-the-bad-
guysloot.h tml ("One year ago, the eyes of the world focused on Tunisia as its ruler,
Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali, fled the country, allegedly with millions of dollars in gold
and assets on his airplane. The government of Tunisia is now working with the
international community to recover Ben Ali's ill-gotten gains.").
163. Id. ("Of course, the estimated $30 million that these jets were worth is but a
drop in the bucket when compared with the assets that the Ben Ali clan is alleged to
have plundered. But asset recovery is not just about the money; it is also about the
demonstration effect.").
164. See Duncan Green, What Caused the Revolution in Egypt?, THE GUARDIAN.COM
(Feb. 17, 2011), http://www.theguardian.com/global-developme nt/poverty-
matters/2011/feb/17/what-caused-egyptian-revolution (describing how serious




6. Global Development Impaired
Fraud and corruption adversely affect the rule of law,
government and society. Peaceful resolution of conflicts is impeded
in favor of military intervention and the use of force against
civilians.165 Moreover, the principles of human rights are often cast
aside in nations with rampant fraud and corruption.166 Numerous
studies have established the "devastating effects of corruption on
economics, political stability and human rights".167
Financial crime is a proximate cause of national developmental
failures. States plagued with financial crime do not properly serve
their citizens and the cost to the world economy is staggering.
Sometimes the amount of money stolen and transferred is almost
incomprehensible. In Africa, it is estimated that over $100 billion
annually is lost to theft, fraud and corruption.168 Businesses also
bear direct and indirect costs when operating in corrupt
nations.169Financial crime "directly affects the lives and well-being
of billions of people and thousands of organizations."o70 Bad
governments make poor decisions and their citizenry - the people
the government should be serving - suffers. The economic toll
results in:
1) reduction in productive investment and growth; (2) macro-
fiscal costs, in particular the "loss of massive amounts of public
revenues from taxes, customs duties, and privatization
programs"; (3) redistributional/ social costs; (4) economic
inefficiency, particularly through the protection of affined firms
165. See Timothy L. Fort & Cindy A. Schipani, The Role of the Corporation in
Fostering Sustainable Peace, 35 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 389, 394-98 (2002) (noting a
correlation between corruption and peaceful resolution of disputes).
166. See Ndiva Kofele-Kale, Change of the Illusion of Change: The War Against
Official Corruption in Africa, 38 GEO. WASH. INT'L L. REv. 697, 743 (2006) (noting
correlation between corruption and human rights violations).
167. See Benjamin B. Wagner & Leslie Gielow Jacobs, Retooling Law Enforcement to
Investigate and Prosecute Entrenched Corruption: Key Criminal Procedure Reforms for
Indonesia and Other Nations, 30 U. PA. J. INT'L L. 183, 190-92 & n.19 (2008).
168. See Arnold Beichman, Corruption in Africa, WASH. TIMEs (Nov. 4, 2006)
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2006/nov/4/20061104-103213-2259r/.
169. These relate to the paying of bribes as well as doing business in a slow
moving bureaucratic environment with poor infrastructure. See David Hess,
Combating Corruption Through Corporate Transparency, 21 MINN. J. INT'L. L. 42, 47
(2012).
170. See Philip Nichols, The Psychic Costs of Violating Corruption Laws, 45 Vand. J.
Transnat'l L. 145, 155 (2012).
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and the discouragement of entrepreneurs and competitor firms;
and (5) distortion or loss of foreign aid and debt relief
programs.17'
Fraud and corruption can result in badly designed and poorly
implemented infrastructure, inferior goods and services and
dysfunctional financial aid programs.172  Corruption can
proximately cause or worsen mass scale poverty and starvation. In
India, "350 million families liv[e] below India's poverty line of 50
cents a day." 7 3 While financial aid to lessen the poverty exists, this
money can be siphoned off.
[A]s much as $14.5 billion in food was looted by corrupt
politicians and their criminal syndicates over the past decade in
Kishen's home state of Uttar Pradesh alone, according to data
compiled by Bloomberg. The theft blunted the country's only
weapon against widespread starvation-a five-decade-old public
distribution system that has failed to deliver record harvests to the
plates of India's hungriest.174
Moreover, governments and elites may enjoy immense wealth
while the public is in dire need of foreign financial aid. These
resource rich nations are corruptly managed for the benefit of select
elites who allow their nation's infrastructure to decay, the health
and education systems to be chronically outdated, and their citizen's
standard of living to languish. There are "[s]tates whose citizens
need development and humanitarian assistance even while their
leaders invest abroad via SWFs."175 This notion "highlights the gulf
that often lies between those in power and citizens in poor states."176
Ironically, there are "rich" nations as proven by their SWFs, yet
those nations receive international welfare.
To illustrate the problem, consider that some states with large
171. Id. at 160.
172. Id. at 159-160.
173. See Mehul Srivastava and Andrew MacAskill, Poor In India Starve As




175. Patrick J. Keenan, Sovereign Wealth Funds and Social Arrears: Should Debts to
Citizens be Treated Differently than Debts to Creditors?, 49 VA. J. INT'L L. 431, 439-440
(2008).
176. Id. at 440 ("A number of states both receive official development assistance
and, at the same time, possess millions or billions of dollars in their SWFs.").
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SWFs are also the recipients of development assistance from other
states. For example, in 2006, Algeria received just over $208
million in development assistance from foreign governments.
During the same period, the government of Algeria controlled an
SWF worth $47 billion. In 2006, Libya also received $37 million in
development assistance while controlling an SWF worth $50
billion, and Nigeria received $11 billion in development assistance
and controlled an SWF worth $17 billion.m7
With regard to some nations, the wealth is concentrated and the
political leaders bear no accountability:
For example, in Angola, a small coterie of elites receives and has
almost complete control over that country's vast oil wealth. The
second condition depends in part on the first: those who control
the wealth are not politically accountable to an engaged, informed
electorate. In some states, the lack of political accountability is
both a cause and an effect of unconditioned wealth. In states
where the only way to accumulate wealth is through politics,
unconditioned wealth can provide politicians with the resources
they need to hold onto power against their challengers. Third,
unconditioned wealth is not subject to the discipline that the
financial markets impose on other forms of wealth. 178
Endemic fraud results in poor governmental decisions wherein the
citizens are impoverished and lack basic infrastructure, educational
opportunity, personal security and suffer from unmet needs. 1 79
Fraud and corruption reduce the available number of skilled
government workers, reduce tax compliance and revenues, cause
government expenditures to be inflated, and results in wholly
undemocratic ways of governance and doing business.180
As discussed above, a host of negative outcomes arise from the
conduct of rogue actors. Some of this misconduct may significantly
negatively impact American interests. Doing so would satisfy the
Kiobel "substantial affects" requirement.
IV. Conclusion
Rogue banking - the partnering of financial institutions and
outlaw clients - is a pervasive and recurring problem. Enticed by
177. Id. at 435.
178. Id. at 439.
179. Id.
180. See Nichols, supra note 170, at 156-57.
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the allure of significant profits from deep pocketed clients, financial
institutions continue to do business with and possibly seek out these
nefarious clients. In the international context, these financial
institutions are facilitating dangerous consequences such as:
enabling rogue regimes; human rights abuses; plundering and the
resulting poverty; drug trafficking and terrorism.
Without an array of vital financial services, rogue regimes and
despots leaders, would not be in a position to allow mass
incarceration, starvation, murder of political opponents or engage in
acts designed to crush political opposition. Looted wealth must be
spirited out and laundered, money must be wired into offshore
accounts and assets must be invested abroad and professionally
managed to garner high returns. Other enemies of mankind such as
terrorists and narcotics gangs are also enabled by financial
institutions. Enabling these activities meets the standard established
by the Supreme Court in Kiobel inasmuch as the activities
undertaken by these enemies of mankind and rogue actors
significantly touch and concern the interests of the United States.
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